Accept or Remove a Recommended Course

If someone “recommends” a course to you, it will be in your Recommendations tile. You may Accept or Remove a recommended course as you wish.

_TIP:_ A Required course goes directly to your My Learning Assignments tile.

1. **Log in to MySCLearning**
   See “Log in to MySCLearning.”

2. **Expand the Recommendations tile**
   If the tile is collapsed, click the upper-right corner to expand it.
   
   _TIP:_ The number in a red circle shows how many courses have been recommended to you.

3. **Accept or remove a recommended course**
   Click the three dots beside a course.
   - Click Assign to Me to put the course in the My Learning Assignments tile.
   - Click Remove to dismiss the recommendation.

   _TIP:_ You can find most courses with the Find Learning tile. See “Find a Course.”